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Background: In principle, value-added modeling (VAM) might be justified if it can be 
shown to be a more reliable indicator of teacher quality than existing indicators for existing 
low-stakes decisions that are already being made, such as the award of small merit bonuses. 
However, a growing number of researchers now advocate the use of VAM to identify and 
replace large numbers of low-performing teachers. There is a need to evaluate these proposals 
because the active termination of large numbers of teachers based on VAM requires a much 
higher standard of reliability and validity. Furthermore, these proposals must be evaluated 
to determine if they are cost-effective compared to alternative proposals for raising student 
achievement. While VAM might be justified as a replacement for existing indicators (for 
existing decisions regarding merit compensation), it might not meet the higher standard of 
reliability and validity required for large-scale teacher termination, and it may not be the 
most cost-effective approach for raising student achievement. If society devotes its resources 
to approaches that are not cost-effective, the increase in achievement per dollar of resources 
expended will remain low, inhibiting reduction of the achievement gap.
Objective: This article reviews literature regarding the reliability and validity of VAM, then 
focuses on an evaluation of a proposal by Chetty, Friedman, and Rockoff to use VAM to 
identify and replace the lowest-performing 5% of teachers with average teachers. Chetty et 
al. estimate that implementation of this proposal would increase the achievement and lifetime 
earnings of students. The results appear likely to accelerate the adoption of VAM by school 
districts nationwide. The objective of the current article is to evaluate the Chetty et al. proposal 
and the strategy of raising student achievement by using VAM to identify and replace low-
performing teachers.
Method: This article analyzes the assumptions of the Chetty et al. study and the assumptions 
of similar VAM-based proposals to raise student achievement. This analysis establishes a basis 
for evaluating the Chetty et al. proposal and, in general, a basis for evaluating all VAM-
based policies to raise achievement.
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INTRODUCTION

Value-added modeling (VAM) may be defined as the use of statistical 
PHWKRGV� IRU� WKH� SXUSRVH� RI� LVRODWLQJ� WKH� oYDOXH�DGGHGp� FRQWULEXWLRQ�
RI� LQGLYLGXDO� WHDFKHUV� WR� VWXGHQW� DFKLHYHPHQW� �%UDXQ�� &KXGRZVN\�� 	�
Koenig, 2010). Numerous researchers advocate the use of value-added 
performance information to make decisions about hiring, firing, reward-
LQJ�� RU� SURPRWLQJ� WHDFKHUV� �*OD]HUPDQ�� *ROGKDEHU�� /RHE�� 6WDLJHU�� 	�
:KLWHKXUVW�� ������*RUGRQ�� .DQH��	� 6WDLJHU�� ������+DQXVKHN�� ����D��
������+HVV��������6WDLJHU�	�5RFNRII���������6FKRRO�GLVWULFWV�DFURVV�WKH�
nation are adopting VAM and many districts are using VAM for high-
stakes decisions (Dillon, 2010; The Center for Greater Philadelphia, 
2004). Tennessee has incorporated VAM into teacher evaluations since 
1998 (Tennessee Department of Education, 2011). District of Columbia 
Public Schools uses VAM in teacher evaluations (District of Columbia 
Public Schools, 2012), along with 29 District of Columbia public charter 
schools (Turque, 2012). Pittsburgh Public Schools uses VAM in teach-
HU�HYDOXDWLRQV��-RKQVRQ��/LSVFRPE��*LOO��%RRNHU��	�%UXFK���������7KH�
states of New York, Louisiana, and Colorado and the Los Angeles school 
district plan to incorporate VAM into teacher evaluations (Colorado 
State Council for Educator Effectiveness, 2011; Louisiana Department 
of Education, 2011; New York State Department of Education, 2011; 
Watanabe, 2011). Federal policy endorses this approach by direct-
ing federal funds to states that adopt the approach (Dillon, 2010; U.S. 
Department of Education, 2012).

Given the rapid adoption of VAM in districts across the nation and its 
apparent endorsement by researchers and policymakers, there is a need 
to evaluate the effectiveness of policies based on VAM. One study in par-
WLFXODU��&KHWW\��)ULHGPDQ��	�5RFNRII��������KDV�UHFHLYHG�D�JUHDW�DPRXQW�
of attention (Lowrey, 2012). Chetty et al. (2011) suggest that the use of 
VAM to identify and replace the lowest-performing 5% of teachers with 
average teachers would increase student achievement and would trans-
ODWH� LQWR� VL]DEOH� JDLQV� LQ� WKH� OLIHWLPH� HDUQLQJV� RI� WKHLU� VWXGHQWV�� o7KH�
total undiscounted earnings gains from this policy are $52,000 per child 
DQG�PRUH� WKDQ������PLOOLRQ� IRU� WKH�DYHUDJH� FODVVURRPp� �&KHWW\� HW� DO���
2011, p. 5).1 These startling figures have been cited to justify the use of 

Conclusion: VAM is not reliable or valid, and VAM-based polices are not cost-effective for 
the purpose of raising student achievement and increasing earnings by terminating large 
numbers of low-performing teachers.
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VAM and appear likely to accelerate the adoption of VAM by school dis-
tricts nation-wide (Kristof, 2012a, 2012b).

If policies based on VAM are indeed as effective as indicated by the 
Chetty et al. (2011) study, then national implementation would appear to 
EH�ZDUUDQWHG��+RZHYHU��WKHUH�LV�D�QHHG�WR�FULWLFDOO\�H[DPLQH�WKH�VWXG\nV�
assumptions. If those assumptions are incorrect, then the conclusions 
may be incorrect, and national implementation may serve to divert 
scarce resources from improvement strategies that are more effective. 
While it may be the case that relaxing the assumptions does not alter 
&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�FRQFOXVLRQV��LW�LV�LQFXPEHQW�XSRQ�UHVHDUFKHUV�WR�GHPRQ-
strate that this is true. Ballou (2012) noted that the Chetty et al. study 
applied few quasi-experimental tests to rule out the possibility that high 
value-added teachers had been systematically assigned students whose 
increased earnings are attributable to factors other than differences in 
teacher value-added. In the absence of these tests, Ballou concluded that 
it is not appropriate to attribute increased earnings to measured differ-
HQFHV�LQ�WHDFKHU�YDOXH�DGGHG��7KH�SUHVHQW�DUWLFOH�JRHV�EH\RQG�%DOORXnV�
critique to identify multiple assumptions that are implicit when VAM is 
used to identify and replace low-performing teachers.

An important distinction is whether VAM is only used to replace exist-
ing indicators of teacher quality, such as principal judgments, for exist-
ing decisions (regarding merit pay, for example) that are already being 
made or whether it is used to justify a large expansion of teacher termina-
tion and replacement, as in the case of the Chetty et al. (2011) proposal. 
It may be the case that VAM is a better predictor than other factors that 
are currently used to make decisions about pay, promotion, or hiring 
and, therefore, can be justified as a better substitute for those other pre-
GLFWRUV��+RZHYHU��WKH�FRQWURYHUVLDO�DVSHFW�RI�9$0�LV�LWV�H[SDQGHG�XVH�DV�
an explicit strategy for terminating teachers who would not otherwise be 
terminated, in an effort to improve student achievement. What is miss-
ing from this discussion are analyses to determine whether this strategy 
LV�D�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH�XVH�RI�VRFLHW\nV�VFDUFH�UHVRXUFHV�FRPSDUHG�WR�DOWHUQD-
tive strategies for raising student achievement. VAM might be justified as 
the best predictor of teacher quality for decisions that are already being 
made using less reliable predictors but may not be justifiable for policies 
that involve vast expansion of teacher termination and replacement, un-
less this strategy has been shown to be the most cost-effective approach 
for raising student achievement. 

Section 1 of this article reviews literature regarding the reliability and 
validity of VAM. Section 2 analyzes several key assumptions underlying 
the Chetty et al. (2011) study and suggests that these assumptions are 
common to studies that evaluate the effectiveness of policies based on 
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VAM. Section 2 includes a range of cost-effectiveness and benefit-cost 
analyses of the Chetty et al. proposal. Section 3 concludes that VAM is 
neither reliable nor valid for the purpose of high-stakes decisions re-
garding teacher hiring and firing, and VAM-based policies are not cost-
effective strategies for raising student achievement. In view of the need 
to consider alternatives, section 3 compares VAM-based policies to rapid 
performance feedback (RPF), which appears to be far more cost-effective 
and suggests an alternative way of thinking about strategies for improv-
ing student achievement.

1. RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY ISSUES

Interest in VAM was stimulated by Sanders and Rivers (1996), who used 
statistical methods to isolate the contribution of individual teachers to stu-
dent achievement two years into the future. This suggested that teachers 
KDYH�SHUVLVWHQW�HIIHFWV�RQ�WKHLU�VWXGHQWVn�DFKLHYHPHQW�DQG�WKDW�WKH�DFFX-
mulation of these effects could be substantial. The following year, Sanders 
and his colleagues published an article asserting that teachers are the 
PRVW�LPSRUWDQW�IDFWRU�LQIOXHQFLQJ�VWXGHQW�DFKLHYHPHQW��:ULJKW��+RUQ��	�
Sanders, 1997). Interest in VAM grew as subsequent studies indicated that 
the contribution of teachers to student achievement is large, and value-
DGGHG� HVWLPDWHV� RI� WHDFKHUVn� FRQWULEXWLRQV� SUHGLFW� WKHLU� VWXGHQWVn� PHD-
VXUHG�DFKLHYHPHQW��5LYNLQ��+DQXVKHN��	�.DLQ��������5RZDQ��&RUUHQWL��	�
0LOOHU��������6WDLJHU�	�5RFNRII���������7HDFKHU�UDWLQJV�EDVHG�RQ�9$0�DUH�
moderately correlated with ratings obtained from portfolio evidence and 
FODVVURRP�REVHUYDWLRQV� FRQGXFWHG� E\� WUDLQHG� HYDOXDWRUV� �+LOO��.DSLWXOD��
	� 8PODQG�� ������ VHH� DOVR� -DFRE� 	� /HIJUHQ�� ������ 0LODQRZVNL�� ������
6FKDFWHU�	�7KXP���������7KH�HYLGHQFH�WKDW�WHDFKHUV�KDYH�VLJQLILFDQW�HI-
fects on student achievement led many researchers to advocate the use 
of VAM to identify and replace low-performing teachers (Gordon et al., 
������+DQXVKHN�� ����D�� ������ 6WDLJHU�	�5RFNRII�� �������8VLQJ�0RQWH�
&DUOR�VLPXODWLRQV��6WDLJHU�DQG�5RFNRII� �������DVVHUWHG�WKDW�o���SHUFHQW�
RI�WHDFKHUV�VKRXOG�EH�GLVPLVVHG�DIWHU�WKHLU�ILUVW�\HDUp�EDVHG�RQ�9$0�HV-
timates of their effectiveness (p. 108). Advocates of using VAM for high-
stakes decisions regarding teacher hiring and firing argue that concerns 
about falsely identifying low-performing teachers can be addressed by us-
LQJ�PXOWLSOH�\HDUV�RI�GDWD�WR�HVWLPDWH�HDFK�WHDFKHUnV�UDQNLQJ�DQG�WKDW�DQ�
excessive concern with false identifications serves the interests of teachers, 
rather than their students (Glazerman, Loeb, et al., 2010).

Any VAM-based policy to identify and replace low-performing teach-
ers, however, requires the strong assumption that specific teachers cause 
WKH� REVHUYHG� JDLQV� RU� ORVVHV� LQ� WKHLU� VWXGHQWVn� DFKLHYHPHQW� �%UDXQ� HW�
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al., 2010). The critical assumption is that any differences among classes, 
schools, or programs that are not captured by the predictor variables 
used in the VAM model are captured by the student fixed-effect com-
SRQHQWV��%UDXQ�HW�DO����������+RZHYHU��XVLQJ�GDWD�IURP�1RUWK�&DUROLQD��
Rothstein (2009, 2010) found that the estimated effect for fifth-grade 
WHDFKHUV�SUHGLFWV� WKHLU�VWXGHQWVn�SULRU�SHUIRUPDQFHV��6LQFH� LW� LV� LPSRV-
sible for fifth-grade teachers to cause performance that occurred prior 
to the fifth grade, this result implies there is nonrandom selection of 
students into teacher classrooms that is not controlled through the in-
clusion of time-invariant student characteristics. Therefore, the central 
assumption underlying VAM appears to be invalid (Braun et al., 2010). 
5RWKVWHLQ�FRQFOXGHG��o5HVXOWV�LQGLFDWH�WKDW�HYHQ�WKH�EHVW�IHDVLEOH�YDOXH�
DGGHG�PRGHOV�PD\� EH� VXEVWDQWLDOO\� ELDVHGp� �5RWKVWHLQ�� ������ S�� ������
This surprising result suggests that the use of VAM to identify and ter-
minate low-performing teachers is not warranted. When teachers are as-
signed students who achieved high gains in performance the previous 
year, existing VAM models erroneously subtract a portion of the gain 
that is properly attributed to these teachers, making them look like bad 
teachers (Rothstein, 2009). This problem may be exacerbated if VAM 
is used to identify and terminate teachers because the high stakes may 
cause teachers to lobby principals for students who are predicted to post 
large gains in the coming year, and principals may be tempted to use 
their control over classroom assignments to reward favored teachers 
�.RHGHO�	�%HWWV��������5RWKVWHLQ��������

Using data from San Diego, Koedel and Betts (2011) corroborated 
5RWKVWHLQnV��������SULPDU\�ILQGLQJ��GHPRQVWUDWLQJ�WKDW�WKH�HIIHFW�LV�QRW�
XQLTXH�WR�1RUWK�&DUROLQD��+RZHYHU��.RHGHO�DQG�%HWWV�DOVR� IRXQG�WKDW�
sorting bias can be almost completely mitigated when a complex value-
added model is used that restricts the analysis to teachers for whom at 
least three contiguous cohorts of student test scores are available. A ma-
jor difficulty, however, is that it would not be uncommon for data to be 
missing in a way that would prevent the use of this technique with large 
QXPEHUV�RI�WHDFKHUV��1HZWRQ��'DUOLQJ�+DPPRQG��+DHUWHO��	�7KRPDV��
2010). Not only would it be necessary for teachers to have three contigu-
ous cohorts of student test scores, but most VAM models are restricted 
to complete cases of data, which is only appropriate if the missing data 
DUH�PLVVLQJ�FRPSOHWHO\�DW�UDQGRP��5XELQ��6WXDUW��	�=DQXWWR���������7KLV�
assumption is inappropriate because systematic factors influence missing 
school data. For example, students who move may be more likely to be 
students who perform at lower levels.  

Ishii and Rivkin (2009) identified specific parent and school influences 
on student assignment to classrooms that may systematically bias VAM 
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HVWLPDWHV�HYHQ�ZKHQ�WKH�PRGHOV�LQFRUSRUDWH�VWXGHQW�IL[HG�HIIHFWV��+LJKO\�
educated parents are more likely to request that their children be assigned 
WR�SDUWLFXODU�WHDFKHUV��+LJKO\�HGXFDWHG�SDUHQWV�PD\�DOVR�KLUH�WXWRUV�GXU-
LQJ�WLPH�SHULRGV�ZKHQ�WKH\�SHUFHLYH�WKDW�WKHLU�FKLOGUHQnV�WHDFKHUV�DUH�LQ-
adequate. Also, teachers tend to prefer classrooms with higher-achieving 
students, and principals might assign high-performing teachers to class-
rooms with high-achieving students as an incentive for the high-perform-
ing teachers to remain at a school. Not all of these influences could be con-
trolled using student fixed effects because the purposeful nature of these 
choices almost certainly introduces correlations among teacher quality and 
IDPLO\�VWXGHQW�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV��,VKLL�	�5LYNLQ��������

Employing the same tests used by Rothstein (2009, 2010), Briggs and 
Domingue (2011) analyzed the VAM model developed by the RAND 
Corporation and used by the Los Angeles Unified School District to 
rank teachers. Briggs and Domingue found that estimates produced by 
the model are significantly biased and teacher rankings are highly de-
pendent on the specification of the model. An alternative specification 
FRQWUROOLQJ�IRU�D�ORQJHU�KLVWRU\�RI�HDFK�VWXGHQWnV�SHUIRUPDQFH��SHHU�LQ-
fluences, and school-level factors produced different teacher ratings: In 
reading, 53.6% of teachers did not retain the same effectiveness rating 
under both specifications; in math, 39.2% of teachers did not retain the 
same effectiveness rating. This suggests that teacher ratings using VAM 
DUH�KLJKO\�VHQVLWLYH�WR�GHWDLOV�UHJDUGLQJ�WKH�PRGHOnV�LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ�

Ballou, Sanders, and Wright (2004) point out that the inclusion of so-
cioeconomic status (SES) in an effort to control for differences in family/
student characteristics would bias any estimate of teacher effectiveness 
toward zero because of the likely correlation between SES and teacher 
quality. For this reason, the Education Value-Added Assessment System 
(EVAAS), a popular variant of VAM, omits student covariates includ-
LQJ�6(6��+RZHYHU��0F&DIIUH\��/RFNZRRG��.RUHW]��/RXLV��DQG�+DPLOWRQ�
(2004) found that this would likely confound estimated teacher effects, 
and teacher rankings based on these effects, when different schools 
serve distinctly different student populations. Ballou et al. point out that 
(9$$6��ZKLFK�XVHV�HDFK�VWXGHQWnV�WHVW�VFRUH�KLVWRU\�WR�VXEVWLWXWH�IRU�6(6�
and demographic variables, is not vulnerable to missing SES and demo-
graphic data and, in Tennessee, produced teacher rankings that were 
comparable to rankings when SES and demographic variables were in-
FOXGHG��+RZHYHU��QR�V\VWHPDWLF�VWXG\�KDV�H[DPLQHG�(9$$6�UDWHV�RI�IDOVH�
positive and false negative teacher classifications (Kupermintz, 2003).

Another problem with VAM is that it does not appear possible to sepa-
rate teacher and school effects using currently available accountability 
data (Raudenbush, 2004). Separating these effects would only be possible 
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if each teacher regularly taught at multiple schools where the account-
ability systems were consistent and the data were available across schools. 
Currently, however, when VAM is used to estimate individual teacher 
effects and to rank teachers, these estimates are contaminated by effects 
that are properly attributed to schools, not teachers. Furthermore, there 
is no obvious solution to this problem.

A largely ignored problem is that true teacher performance, contrary to 
the main assumption underlying current VAM models, varies over time 
�*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ���������7KHVH�PRGHOV�DVVXPH�WKDW�HDFK� WHDFKHU�
exhibits an underlying trend in performance that can be detected given a 
sufficient amount of data. The question of stability is not a question about 
whether average teacher performance rises, declines, or remains flat over 
time. The issue that concerns critics of VAM is whether individual teacher 
performance fluctuates over time in a way that invalidates inferences that 
DQ� LQGLYLGXDO� WHDFKHU� LV�oORZ�p�RU�oKLJK�p�SHUIRUPLQJ��7KLV�GLVWLQFWLRQ�
is crucial because VAM is increasingly being applied such that individ-
ual teachers who are identified as low-performing are to be terminated. 
From the perspective of individual teachers, it is inappropriate and in-
valid to fire a teacher whose performance is low this year but high the 
next year, and it is inappropriate to retain a teacher whose performance 
is high this year but low next year. Even if average teacher performance 
remains stable over time, individual teacher performance may fluctuate 
wildly from year to year.

While previous studies examined the intertemporal stability of value-
added teacher rankings over one-year periods and found that reliability 
is inadequate for high-stakes decisions, researchers tended to assume 
that this instability was primarily a function of measurement error and 
VRXJKW�ZD\V� WR� UHGXFH� WKLV� HUURU� �$DURQVRQ��%DUURZ��	�6DQGHU�� ������
%DOORX�� ������ .RHGHO� 	� %HWWV�� ������ 0F&DIIUH\�� 6DVV�� /RFNZRRG�� 	�
0LKDO\���������+RZHYHU��WKLV�K\SRWKHVLV�ZDV�UHMHFWHG�E\�*ROGKDEHU�DQG�
+DQVHQ���������ZKR�LQYHVWLJDWHG�WKH�VWDELOLW\�RI�WHDFKHU�SHUIRUPDQFH�LQ�
North Carolina using data spanning 10 years and found that much of a 
WHDFKHUnV�WUXH�SHUIRUPDQFH�YDULHV�RYHU�WLPH�GXH�WR�XQREVHUYDEOH�IDFWRUV�
such as effort, motivation, and class chemistry that are not easily cap-
tured through VAM. This invalidates the assumption of stable teacher 
SHUIRUPDQFH� WKDW� LV� HPEHGGHG� LQ�+DQXVKHNnV� �����E�� DQG�*RUGRQ�HW�
DO�nV��������9$0�EDVHG�SROLF\�SURSRVDOV��DV�ZHOO�DV�9$0�PRGHOV�VSHFLILHG�
by McCaffrey et al. (2009) and Staiger and Rockoff (2010) (see Goldhaber 
	�+DQVHQ��������S�������7KH�LPSOLFDWLRQ�LV�WKDW�VWDQGDUG�HVWLPDWHV�RI�LP-
pact when using VAM to identify and replace low-performing teachers 
DUH�VLJQLILFDQWO\�LQIODWHG��VHH�*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ��������S������
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Another problem arises when, for example, a pretest score measures 
pre-algebra but the posttest score measures geometry skills or when a 
teacher emphasizes pre-algebra but not geometry. Improvements in learn-
ing may not be captured by the assessment. A mismatch between instruc-
tion and assessment would tend to invalidate VAM-based teacher rankings 
(Reckase, 2004). VAM requires the use of vertically-scaled achievement 
GDWD�WKDW�VSDQV�ZLGH�JUDGH��GHYHORSPHQWDO��DQG�FRQWHQW�UDQJHV��+RZHYHU��
the shift in constructs that are measured from grade to grade introduces 
remarkable distortions: Effective teachers may be identified as ineffective 
and vice-versa, and effects contributed by prior teachers may be errone-
ously attributed to later teachers (Martineau, 2006). Martineau writes: 
o:LWK�FXUUHQW� WHFKQRORJ\�� WKHUH�DUH�QR�YHUWLFDO� VFRUH� VFDOHV� WKDW� FDQ�EH�
validly used in high-stakes analyses for estimating value added to student 
growth in either grade-specific or student-tailored construct mixes . . . . A 
serious (but reasonable) implication of this study is to all but eliminate the 
high-stakes use of value-added accountability systems based on vertically 
VFDOHG�VWXGHQW�DFKLHYHPHQW�GDWDp��������SS����������(YHQ�ZKHQ�LQVWUXFWLRQ�
and assessment are matched, differences in the particular achievement 
tests that are used produce substantially different answers about individual 
teacher performance and do not rank teachers consistently (Papay, 2011). 

2. ASSUMPTIONS

The preceding review of literature suggests numerous reasons for cau-
tion in using the results of any VAM model to identify and replace low-
performing teachers. These concerns are magnified when VAM is used, 
as it is used in the Chetty et al. (2011) study, to make assertions about 
the long-term economic benefits to students who are taught by teachers 
LGHQWLILHG�DV� oKLJK�SHUIRUPLQJp� WHDFKHUV�DFFRUGLQJ� WR� WKH�9$0�DQDO\-
sis. The analysis presented in this article suggests that the findings of 
the Chetty et al. study depend on numerous assumptions that may be 
questioned. Significantly, these assumptions are common to studies that 
predict positive benefits of policies based on VAM. Therefore, the analy-
sis presented here has implications for VAM-based policies in general 
whenever they are used to make predictions about the long-term benefits 
of identifying and replacing low-performing teachers.

����),;('�7($&+(5�48$/,7<"

A key assumption of the Chetty et al. (2011) analysis is that true teach-
HU�TXDOLW\�LV�IL[HG�RYHU�WLPH��o7KH�PRGHO�IRU�VFRUHV��� �� �� ��DVVXPHV�WKDW�
teacher quality µj is fixed over time . . . . This rules out the possibility that 
WHDFKHU�TXDOLW\�IOXFWXDWHV�DFURVV�\HDUVp��S������,Q�RWKHU�ZRUGV��WKH�&KHWW\�
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et al. analysis assumes that a high-quality teacher this year will remain a 
high-quality teacher next year; a low-quality teacher this year will remain 
a low-quality teacher next year. Later in the article, however, the authors 
FRQFOXGH� EDVHG� RQ� WKHLU� GDWD� WKDW� oWHDFKHU� YDOXH�DGGHG� LV� QRW� LQ� IDFW�
D� WLPH�LQYDULDQW� FKDUDFWHULVWLFp� �S�� �����:KLOH� WKH� DXWKRUVn� DQDO\VLV� DV-
sumed that teacher quality is fixed over time, their own data suggest that 
WHDFKHU�TXDOLW\��DV�PHDVXUHG�E\�WHDFKHU�YDOXH�DGGHG�oLV�QRW�LQ�IDFWp�WLPH�
LQYDULDQW��FRQVLVWHQW�ZLWK�WKH�UHVXOWV�UHSRUWHG�E\�*ROGKDEHU�DQG�+DQVHQ�
(2012). If this assumption is not valid, the conclusions of the analysis are 
not likely to be valid. 

The intertemporal reliability of value-added teacher rankings was inves-
tigated by Aaronson et al. (2007), Ballou (2005), Koedel and Betts (2007), 
and McCaffrey et al. (2009). In each study, VAM was used to rank teacher 
performance from high to low. In each study, a majority of teachers who 
ranked in the lowest quartile or lowest quintile shifted out of that quartile 
(or quintile) the following year (see Tables 1 and 2). Furthermore, a major-
ity of teachers who ranked in the highest quartile or quintile shifted out of 
that quartile (or quintile) the following year (see Tables 1 and 2).

Teacher Rankings

Locale
Bottom 25% in Year t;
Top 75% in Year t+1

Top 25% in Year t;
Bottom 75% in Year t+1

Chicago, IL 67% 59%

Tennessee 60% 52%

Notes. Chicago data are from Aaronson et al. (2007, Table 7) for high school math teach-
ers, with controls for student, peer, and neighborhood covariates. Tennessee data are 
IURP�%DOORX��������)LJXUH��E��IRU�PDWK�WHDFKHUV�LQ�JUDGHV��r��LQ�D�VLQJOH�ODUJH�GLVWULFW�

Table 1. Instability of Value-Added Teacher Rankings in Chicago and Tennessee

Teacher Rankings

Locale
Bottom 20% in Year t; Top 

80% in Year t+1
Top 20% in Year t; Bottom 

80% in Year t+1

San Diego, CA 65% 71%

Dade County, FL 70% 67%

Duval County, FL 67% 61%

+LOOVERURXJK�&RXQW\��)/ 67% 67%

Orange County, FL 59% 65%

Palm Beach County, FL 69% 68%

Notes. San Diego data are from Koedel and Betts (2007, Table 9) based on elementary 
school math teachers, with controls for student and school fixed effects. Data for Florida 
counties are from McCaffrey et al. (2009, Table 4) based on elementary school math 
teachers with 15 or more students per year, with controls for student fixed effects.

Table 2. Instability of Value-Added Teacher Rankings in San Diego and 5 Florida Counties
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What this means is that value-added teacher rankings are insufficiently 
reliable for the purpose of high-stakes decisions regarding hiring and 
ILULQJ��+LJK�VWDNHV�GHFLVLRQV�DUH�FOHDUO\�XQZDUUDQWHG�LI�WKLV�YRODWLOLW\�LQ�
the rankings is due to unmeasured variables or random measurement 
HUURU��+RZHYHU��HYHQ�LQ�WKH�XQOLNHO\�HYHQW�WKDW�WKHUH�DUH�QR�XQPHDVXUHG�
variables and measurement error is zero, implying that all volatility is 
due to true variation in teacher performance, it would not be appropriate 
WR�KLUH�RU�ILUH�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�UDQNLQJ�LQ�D�JLYHQ�\HDU��GHVLJQDWHG�o\HDU�tp���
In over half of all instances, performance would have either improved 
RU�GHFOLQHG� WKH� IROORZLQJ�\HDU� �GHVLJQDWHG� o\HDU� t��p��E\� VXFK�DQ�H[-
tent as to invalidate the year t ranking. If VAM is used to identify and 
fire the bottom quartile (or quintile) of teachers, the results in Tables 1 
and 2 indicate that this decision is incorrect, according to the year t+1 
teacher rankings, between 59 and 70 % of the time. If VAM-based culling 
is less reliable than flipping a coin, as these results suggest, then produc-
tive teachers would be culled more frequently than unproductive bottom 
quartile (or bottom quintile) teachers.2 

In the case of value-added rankings, it is inappropriate to infer that a 
teacher should be hired or fired based on the rankings from any given 
year. Since this inference would be inappropriate, the results of value-
added teacher rankings are not valid for the purpose of high-stakes deci-
sions regarding hiring and firing.3 In short, VAM lacks validity for the 
purpose of high-stakes decisions regarding individual teachers. 

While some researchers suggest averaging two or more years of rankings 
WR�LPSURYH�UHOLDELOLW\��DYHUDJLQJ�PD\�LQWURGXFH�VLJQLILFDQW�ELDVsUDLVLQJ�
the issue of validity once again (McCaffrey et al., 2009). Furthermore, it 
would not be uncommon for data to be missing in a way that would pre-
vent averaging. For large numbers of teachers, it would be impractical 
WR�DYHUDJH�WHDFKHUVn�UDQNLQJV�DFURVV� WZR�RU�PRUH�\HDUV� �1HZWRQ�HW�DO���
2010). Regardless, when two years of rankings are used for tenure deci-
sions, intertemporal reliability remains low: In reading, data from North 
Carolina indicate that 68% of teachers ranked in the bottom quintile shift 
out of that quintile after tenure (indicated by a weighted average of all 
post-tenure observations), and 54% of teachers ranked in the top quintile 
VKLIW�RXW�RI�WKDW�TXLQWLOH�SRVW�WHQXUH���*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ���������:KHQ�
three years of rankings are used, reliability is even worse: 74% of teachers 
ranked in the bottom quintile shift out of that quintile post-tenure, and 
56% of teachers ranked in the top quintile shift out of that quintile post-
WHQXUH� �*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ�� ������� ,Q�PDWK�� UHOLDELOLW\� LV� VRPHZKDW�
better, but over half of all teachers in the bottom and top quintiles shift 
RXW�RI�WKRVH�TXLQWLOHV�SRVW�WHQXUH��*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ��������

These results were confirmed by a second value-added analysis, also 
using data from North Carolina, which found that more than half of 
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all teachers who ranked in the bottom quintile shifted out of that quin-
tile the following year, regardless of whether one, two, three, four or 
five years of data were used to predict future performance, regardless of 
the subject area (math or reading), and regardless of whether a simple 
or complex Bayes estimator was used to improve predictive accuracy 
�/HIJUHQ�	�6LPV��������

����,62/$7('�7($&+(5�,03$&7"

Chetty et al. (2011) interpret their results as if the impact of an indi-
YLGXDO�WHDFKHU�FDQ�EH�LVRODWHG��o,Q�WKLV�SRROHG�UHJUHVVLRQ��WKH�FRHIILFLHQW�
estimate ȕ represents the mean impact of having a higher value-added 
WHDFKHU�IRU�D�VLQJOH�JUDGH�EHWZHHQ�JUDGHV����p��S�������&KHWW\�HW�DO��LQ-
WHUSUHW�WKH�FRHIILFLHQW�DV�IROORZV��o$���VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQ��6'��LQFUHDVH�
in teacher value-added in a single grade increases earnings at age 28 by 
�����������RI�PHDQ�HDUQLQJVp��S�������7KLV�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�LV�WKH�IRXQGD-
tion for their statement that replacing a low-quality teacher with a high-
quality teacher would result in a large lifetime gain in income for each 
class of students taught by this teacher (Chetty et al., 2011, p. 48). Later, 
however, Chetty et al. acknowledge, due to limitations in their analytical 
method, that it is not valid to interpret ȕ (or the net impact estimate of 
ȕ) as if the impact of teacher quality has been isolated from the influ-
ence of all other inputs (pp. 12, 46). As a consequence, factors other 
than teacher quality may explain the $182 gain in earnings at age 28. 
Chetty et al. point out that some of the impact may be due, for example, 
to the influence of parental social connections that permit children from 
wealthier families to obtain higher-paying jobs. This influence was not 
controlled in the Chetty et al. analysis, nor is there an obvious method-
RORJLFDO�UHPHG\�WKDW�FRXOG�EH�DSSOLHG�E\�RWKHU�UHVHDUFKHUVsVXJJHVWLQJ�
that the problem is not easily corrected. The need to control for social 
connections is especially important because even a weak influence from 
connections might explain a small $182 difference in annual earnings. 

����&216(48(17,$/�,03$&7"

:LWKRXW�DGHTXDWH�FRQWUROV��&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������HVWLPDWH�RI�WKH�LPSDFW�RI�
raising teacher quality by one standard deviation may be questioned. In any 
case, the estimated impact is quite small. With regard to student achieve-
ment, a one-unit increase in teacher quality is associated with a 0.843 stan-
dard deviation increase in student test scores (Chetty et al., 2011, Table 4). 
Since a 0.1 unit increase in teacher quality is equal to a one standard devia-
tion increase in teacher quality, this implies that a one standard deviation 
increase in teacher quality is associated with a small 0.0843 standard devia-
tion increase in student test scores (Chetty et al., 2011, p. 24). 
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If VAM is used to replace the lowest 10% of all teachers, any gains in 
student performance would be limited to 10% of all students. A hypo-
thetical 0.0843 standard deviation gain in performance for 10% of all 
students would translate, in the aggregate, to an average 0.00843 stan-
dard deviation gain for all students, or approximately six days of learn-
ing over one academic year. 

With regard to earnings, Chetty et al. (2011) estimated that a one stan-
dard deviation increase in teacher quality is associated with a 0.9% in-
crease in income at age 28, equal to $182 for a single person. Assuming 
WKDW� WKLV� GLIIHUHQWLDO� SHUVLVWV� DW� HYHU\� DJH� WKURXJKRXW� D� SHUVRQnV� OLIH��
Chetty et al. estimated that the cumulative lifetime gain for a single per-
son would equal $4,600 after discounting the gains at an annual rate of 
3% (Chetty et al., 2011, p. 39). Once again, if VAM is used to replace the 
lowest 10% of all teachers, any gains would be limited to 10% of all stu-
dents. The policy would translate, in the aggregate, to an average gain in 
lifetime earnings of $460 per person, averaged across all students.

Chetty et al. (2011) estimated that a larger 2.04 standard deviation 
increase in teacher quality is associated with a $9,422 cumulative lifetime 
gain for a single person after discounting the gains at an annual rate of 
3% (p. 48). This equals $266,643 for an entire class of 28.3 students. If 
(as suggested by Chetty et al.) VAM is used to replace the lowest 5% of 
all teachers, any gains would be limited to 5% of all students. The policy 
would translate, in the aggregate, to an average gain in lifetime earnings 
of $471 per person, averaged across all students.

While the preceding analysis suggests that the impact on lifetime earn-
ings averaged over all students would be small, newspaper accounts 
focused on the claim that the use of VAM to identify and replace the 
lowest-performing 5% of teachers with average teachers would translate 
into much larger gains in the lifetime earnings of their students (Kristof, 
����D������E���,QGHHG��&KHWW\�HW�DO���������VWDWH�WKDW�o7KH�WRWDO�XQGLV-
counted earnings gains from this policy are $52,000 per child and more 
WKDQ������PLOOLRQ�IRU�WKH�DYHUDJH�FODVVURRPp��S������+RZ�FDQ�WKLV�EH�UHF-
RQFLOHG�ZLWK�WKH�YLHZ�WKDW�JDLQV�DUH�VPDOO"

The explanation is that the $52,000 and $1.4 million figures were not 
discounted to reflect the time value of money. Income received many 
years in the future is not as valuable as income that is received today. 
For this reason, economists discount future income streams, effectively 
reducing the amounts to account for the time value of money. Chetty et 
al. (2011) reported that after discounting at a 3% annual rate, the life-
time gain of $52,000 per child shrinks to $9,422; the lifetime gain of $1.4 
million for an entire classroom of 28.3 students shrinks to $266,643. The 
smaller amounts are the appropriate amounts to use in any economic 
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analysis of the benefits and costs of VAM-based policies. Once the $9,422 
figure is averaged over all students, it shrinks further to $471 per person.

����67$%/(�48$/,7<�',))(5(17,$/6"

As noted, Chetty et al. (2011) estimated that substituting an average 
teacher for a teacher in the bottom 5% of all teachers would result in 
a lifetime gain, after discounting, equal to $266,643 for a class of 28.3 
students taught by that teacher. It may be argued that, regardless of the 
DQDO\VLV�LQ�VHFWLRQ������D�JDLQ�RI����������UHPDLQV�VLJQLILFDQW��+RZHYHU��
the working assumption is that a teacher in the bottom 5% consistently 
performs at a level that is 2.04 standard deviations below an average 
teacher (Chetty et al., 2011, p. 48). This assumption may be questioned.  

A 2.04 standard deviation increase in performance might be possible if 
rankings were stable and rankings in the current year predicted perfor-
mance in the following year. As Tables 1 and 2 indicate, however, teacher 
rankings bounce up and down from year to year. A teacher who ranks 
in the lowest quartile this year is more likely to rank in the upper three 
quartiles the next year than to remain in the bottom quartile. Conversely, 
a teacher who ranks in the highest quartile this year is more likely to 
drop into the bottom three quartiles the next year than to remain in 
the top quartile. Chetty et al. (2011) concluded that 75% of the vari-
ance in rankings is attributable to random measurement error, rather 
than true differences in teacher performance (p. 49). Other research-
ers have found that one-third to one-half of the differentials in teacher 
performance are driven by random measurement error, rather than true 
differences in teacher performance (see McCaffrey et al., 2009). Thus, 
a teacher who appears to rank 2.04 standard deviations above another 
teacher is not likely to maintain that differential the following year, and it 
would not be appropriate to assume that substituting a high-performing 
teacher for a low-performing teacher would result in the same differen-
tial in performance next year. The view that teacher rankings are stable 
over time and actual gains in student achievement next year would equal 
the measured differential in performance this year is not supported by 
the evidence in Tables 1 and 2. For this reason, it is unlikely that substi-
tuting a teacher who performs highly this year would translate into the 
expected 2.04 standard deviation gain in performance next year. If that 
gain is not achieved, then the estimated $266,643 gain in lifetime earn-
ings would not be achieved.

After accounting for the lack of stability in value-added estimates, 
Chetty et al. (2011) found that the $266,643 gain in lifetime earnings 
drops to $135,000 (equal to $4,770 for each of the 28.3 students taught 
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by the teacher who is replaced) based on one year of data (p. 49). If VAM 
is used to replace the lowest 5% of all teachers, any gains would be lim-
ited to 5% of all students. The policy would translate, in the aggregate, to 
an average gain in lifetime earnings of $239 per person, averaged across 
all students.

Chetty et al. (2011) found that the lifetime gain for an entire classroom 
of students equals $190,000 if three years of data are available but, as 
noted above in section 2.1, it would not be uncommon for data to be 
missing in a way that would prevent averaging. For large numbers of 
teachers, it would be impractical to average their rankings across two or 
more years (Newton et al., 2010). 

����$'(48$7(�7($&+(5�6833/<"

Chetty et al. (2011) assume that there is an adequate supply of unem-
ployed teachers who are ready and willing to be hired and would per-
form at a level that is 2.04 standard deviations above the performance of 
teachers who are fired based on value-added rankings. Chetty et al. do 
not justify this assumption with empirical data. The assumption may be 
questioned. A simple example illustrates that the vacant teaching posi-
tions created when low-performing teachers are fired must ultimately be 
filled with novice teachers whose performance is significantly worse than 
the performance of experienced teachers (Gordon et al., 2006; Grissmer, 
)ODQDJDQ�� .DZDWD�� 	� :LOOLDPVRQ�� ������ +DQXVKHN�� .DLQ�� 2n%ULHQ�� 	�
Rivkin, 2005; Wenglinsky, 2001). The reason that novice teachers must 
be hired is because there is a teacher shortage (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2011). In the aggregate, there are more positions than quali-
fied teachers and overall teacher demand is projected to exceed supply 
by 35% over the next two decades (Gordon et al., 2006). 

To simplify, suppose that there are 10 teaching positions in the en-
tire nation. Suppose that nine of the positions are currently filled with 
teachers (i.e., there is one vacancy). Suppose, further, that value-added 
methods could be used to reliably identify the lowest-performing teacher 
(Teacher 9), who performs at a level that happens to be 2.04 standard 
deviations below the performance of Teacher 1. If Teacher 9 is fired (and 
not rehired by any other school), a second vacancy is created. Teacher 
9 potentially could be replaced with Teacher 1, but this action simply 
VKLIWV�WKH�VHFRQG�YDFDQF\�WR�7HDFKHU��nV�VFKRRO��7KH�SURFHVV�RI�WHDFKHU�
VXEVWLWXWLRQ�PD\�FRQWLQXH�EXW��DW�WKH�HQG�RI�WKH�SURFHVV��7HDFKHUV��r��
remain employed. There are now two vacant teaching positions that can 
only be filled with novice teachers. This is true whether the novice teach-
ers arrive as fresh graduates from teaching colleges or as individuals 
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previously employed in nonteaching occupations who choose to switch 
into the teaching profession through the alternative certification path. 
If one of those vacant positions is filled with a novice teacher, then any 
JDLQ�LQ�WKH�DYHUDJH�OHYHO�RI�VWXGHQW�DFKLHYHPHQW��DFURVV�7HDFKHUV��r���
depends entirely on the difference in performance between (the fired) 
Teacher 9 and the newly-hired novice teacher. If the newly-hired novice 
teacher outperforms Teacher 9, then there is a gain in performance; if 
the novice performs worse than Teacher 9, there is a loss. 

One might ask why low-performing teachers cannot be replaced with 
experienced teachers who leave the teaching force temporarily, then re-
join at a later date. Suppose, for example, that 2 experienced teach-
ers rejoin the teaching force every year. Why is it not possible for those 
WHDFKHUV�WR�ILOO�WKH�WZR�YDFDQW�WHDFKLQJ�VORWV"

This is only possible if there is no teacher shortage. If the supply of 
teachers to the profession equals the number of vacancies, then no teach-
er shortage exists. A shortage can only exist if the supply of teachers is 
less than the number of vacancies. In the example given above, if it is 
the case that 2 experienced teachers rejoin the teaching force every year, 
then it must be the case that 2 experienced teachers leave the force ev-
HU\�\HDU��OHDYLQJ�D�VLQJOH�YDFDQF\�LQ�WKH�DEVHQFH�RI�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������
proposal. If 2 experienced teachers rejoin the teaching force but only 
1 teacher leaves, then the single remaining vacancy would be filled by 
Teacher 10: all 10 teaching positions would now be filled and, therefore, 
there would be no teacher shortage. Recall, however, that there is cur-
rently a teacher shortage, which means that it cannot be true that the 
net inflow of experienced teachers rejoining the teaching force equals or 
exceeds the number of vacancies (U.S. Department of Education, 2011).4 
Furthermore, if there is an inflow of novice teachers, the inflow of novice 
plus experienced teachers must be less than the number of vacancies, if 
indeed there is a teacher shortage. 

Currently��LQ�WKH�DEVHQFH�RI�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������SURSRVDO��VRPH�RI�WKH�
existing vacancies across the nation are being filled with novice teachers, 
some are being filled with experienced teachers who rejoin the teach-
ing force, and at least one vacancy remains (because there is a teacher 
VKRUWDJH�sLPSO\LQJ� WKDW� DQ\� extra� YDFDQFLHV� FUHDWHG�E\�&KHWW\� HW� DO�nV�
proposal must be filled with novices. There is no other possible source. 
In the presence of a teacher shortage, it cannot be the case that any of the extra 
YDFDQFLHV�FUHDWHG�E\�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SURSRVDO�ZLOO�EH�ILOOHG�ZLWK�H[SHULHQFHG�WHDFK-
ers. Ultimately, after the type of shuffling described above, all of the extra vacan-
cies must necessarily be filled with novices. Therefore, any policy that involves 
firing low-performing teachers must acknowledge that the vacant positions will 
ultimately be filled with novices, not experienced teachers. 
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Significantly, when value-added methods are used to identify low-
performing teachers, replacing these teachers with novice teachers can 
have unexpectedly negative effects. For example, McCaffrey et al. (2009) 
controlled for student fixed effects and found that a policy of replac-
ing the bottom 40% of all teachers would raise student achievement by 
0.04 standard deviations if fired teachers were replaced with teachers 
SHUIRUPLQJ�LQ�WKH�WRS������+RZHYHU��D�PRUH�UHDOLVWLF�DVVXPSWLRQ�LV�WKDW�
replacements are novices whose performance is lower than experienced 
WHDFKHUV� �*RUGRQ�HW� DO��� ������*ULVVPHU�HW� DO��� ������+DQXVKHN�HW� DO���
2005; Wenglinsky, 2001). Under the assumption that fired teachers are 
replaced with novice teachers, the overall impact on student achieve-
ment across all students would be negative 0.055 standard deviations 
(Yeh, 2012). The poor result is a direct consequence of the lack of stabil-
ity in teacher rankings. The use of value-added methods is unreliable 
in identifying the bottom 40% of all teachers; when those methods are 
HPSOR\HG��PDQ\� WHDFKHUV�ZKR�GR�QRW� oEHORQJp� LQ� WKH� ORZ�SHUIRUPLQJ�
FDWHJRU\�DUH�ILUHG��ZKLOH�PDQ\�WHDFKHUV�ZKR�GR�QRW�oEHORQJp�LQ�WKH�KLJK�
performing category are retained. The result is a very small gain in ag-
gregate performance that is completely offset by the well-established de-
crease in performance when large numbers of novice teachers are hired 
to replace experienced teachers (Gordon et al., 2006; Grissmer et al., 
������+DQXVKHN�HW�DO���������:HQJOLQVN\���������
&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������PDLQ�DQDO\VLV�H[FOXGHG�WKH�LPSDFW�RI�UHSODFLQJ�

ILUHG�WHDFKHUV�ZLWK�QRYLFHV��+RZHYHU��LQ�D�IRRWQRWH��WKH\�HVWLPDWHG�WKDW�
the students of novice teachers score 0.03 standard deviations below the 
students of experienced teachers (p. 48). This would reduce the previ-
ously estimated 0.0843 standard deviation increase in student test scores 
to 0.0543 standard deviations for every one standard deviation increase 
in teacher quality (p. 24). The reduction in impact is significant but 
smaller than alternative estimates. For example, Gordon et al. (2006) 
HVWLPDWHG�WKDW� WKH�DYHUDJH�oYDOXH�DGGHGp�RI�QRYLFHV� LV�DERXW� IRXU�SHU-
centile points lower than teachers with two years of experience, equal to 
D�QHJDWLYH�HIIHFW�VL]H�RI�������VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQV��VHH�WKH�DXWKRUVn�IRRW-
note 7 for conversion of percentile point scores into standard deviation 
XQLWV���7KLV�ZRXOG�UHGXFH�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�HVWLPDWHG��������VWDQGDUG�GH-
viation increase in student test scores to negative 0.0867 standard devia-
tions. Thus, average student achievement would decrease by 0.0867 stan-
dard deviations as a consequence of replacing low-performing teachers 
with novice teachers. Additional research is needed to determine if the 
measured impact of novice teachers is artificially depressed by unstable 
teacher rankings.  
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The negative effect of replacing low-performing teachers with novice 
teachers would decrease as novice teachers gain experience, but any ar-
gument that long-term gains would be positive is contingent on the reli-
ability and stability of teacher rankings. There is no empirical evidence 
that long-term gains are positive, and there is no evidence that long-term 
gains would outweigh the immediate losses that are incurred when nov-
ice teachers replace experienced teachers.

����3(56,67(17�())(&76"

&KHWW\�HW�DO�� �������IRXQG�WKDW�D� WHDFKHUnV� LPSDFW� IDGHV�RYHU�WLPH��EXW�
one-third of the impact persists; however, other researchers employing 
stronger analytical methods found that the fade-out is large and quick, 
and any persistent effect is small. For example, Kane and Staiger (2008) 
employed random-assignment of teachers to students and found that half 
RI�D�WHDFKHUnV�LPSDFW�IDGHV�DIWHU�RQH�\HDU��DQG�DQ�DGGLWLRQDO�����IDGHV�
DIWHU� WKH� VHFRQG�\HDU�� LPSO\LQJ� WKDW�QR�PRUH� WKDQ�����RI� D� WHDFKHUnV�
LPSDFW�SHUVLVWV�DIWHU�WZR�\HDUV��VHH�DOVR�&DUUHOO�	�:HVW��������*ROGKDEHU�
	�+DQVHQ��������-DFRE��/HIJUHQ��	�6LPV��������.RQVWDQWRSRXORV��������
McCaffrey et al., 2009; Rothstein, 2010). 
7KHUHIRUH��&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������DG�KRF�DVVXPSWLRQ�WKDW�WKH������LQ-

crease in income observed at age 28 would persist at every age through-
RXW�DQ�DGXOWnV�OLIH��UHVXOWLQJ�LQ�D�FXPXODWLYH�OLIHWLPH�JDLQ�RI���������PD\�
be questioned (pp. 39, 48). The assumption is not consistent with the 
HYLGHQFH�WKDW�D�WHDFKHUnV�LPSDFW�TXLFNO\�IDGHV��3HUKDSV�D�PRUH�UHDVRQ-
able assumption, one that is more consistent with the evidence regarding 
fade-out, is that the 0.9% increase in income observed at age 28 fades by 
50% in each subsequent year.

����,6�9$0�&267�())(&7,9("

Chetty et al. (2011) implicitly assume that the use of VAM to identify 
and replace low-performing teachers is a cost-effective approach for im-
proving student outcomes, where cost-effectiveness is defined by the re-
sulting gain in student achievement for each dollar invested by society. 
+RZHYHU��WZR�FRVW�HIIHFWLYHQHVV�VWXGLHV�LQGLFDWH�WKDW�9$0�LV�QRW�FRVW�HI-
fective relative to alternative approaches for raising student achievement 
�<HK��������<HK�	�5LWWHU���������%RWK�VWXGLHV�VXJJHVW�WKDW�WKHUH�DUH�ODUJH�
costs to society of implementing any scheme to replace low-performing 
teachers: the costs to society of educating new teacher college graduates 
(including their foregone wages), costs incurred by hiring school districts 
and schools, costs incurred by new teachers, costs incurred by terminated 
teachers, the reduced output of terminated teachers while learning a new 
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occupation, the opportunity cost of the labor of newly-hired teachers, 
the costs of adjudicating terminations based on VAM, the cost to raise 
salaries for all teachers by an amount that would be necessary to attract 
more individuals to the teaching profession, and the additional cost to 
implement VAM assessments.5 These costs would be offset by the output 
of terminated teachers in new occupations after a period of retraining 
and job search but would be substantial.

The termination of a single teacher would create net social costs equal 
to $314,825.57 (Table 3). If the bottom 10% of all teachers were termi-
nated each year, the annual cost averaged over all teachers would equal 
(.1) X $314,825.57 or $31,482.56 per teacher. The annual cost per stu-
dent equals $1,574.13, assuming 20 students per teacher.

The largest cost to society is the opportunity cost of replacing termi-
nated teachers with newly-minted college graduates who obtain teaching 
certification after one additional year of college coursework. The cost to 
society includes the value of their foregone output in the next best use 
of their labor. This may be imputed based on the average beginning 
teacher salary of $40,049 (U.S. Department of Education, 2005). The 
present value of this stream over the expected career duration of a new 
teacher (9.11 years), adjusted for a total compensation-to-salary ratio of 
1.43 and assumed to grow at 2% per year (including increases in real 
income as living standards rise over time as well as seniority-related in-
creases in compensation) but discounted at 5% per year for the present 
value calculation, is $456,082.06.6

This cost to society is offset by the gain in the output of the terminated 
teachers once they have been retrained and have transitioned into new 
occupations. While it is not possible to know exactly what occupations 
the former teachers will transition into, it is reasonable to assume that 
they will be occupations that require the same level of education (a col-
lege degree) and provide roughly the same value of output as teaching. 
Assuming that retrained workers start in a new occupation at a salary 
HTXLYDOHQW�WR�D�QHZ�WHDFKHUnV�VDODU\�RI����������DVVXPLQJ�D�FRPSHQVD-
tion-to-salary ratio of 1.43, assuming that wages grow at 2% per year 
(including increases in real income as living standards rise over time as 
well as seniority-related increases in compensation), but discounted at 
5% per year for the present value calculation, the gain in output to so-
ciety equals $414,934.59. The income stream begins after an average of 
27.36 weeks of retraining (Congressional Budget Office, 1994) and an 
average of 10.4 weeks to find a new position (Gottschalck, 2006), lasts a 
period of 8.38 years, and ends 9.11 years after the date of termination. 
Thus, the income stream is calculated over the same overall time period 
DV�WKH�DYHUDJH�GXUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�QHZ�WHDFKHUnV�H[SHFWHG�WHDFKLQJ�FDUHHU�
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Society would also incur the costs of adjudicating any disputed termi-
nations. Unlike the proposal by Gordon et al. (2006) to use VAM to iden-
tify and fire the bottom quartile of novice, untenured teachers (approxi-
mately 2% of all teachers), the proposal that is the focus of the current 
analysis would involve firing a larger percentage of all teachers, a major-
ity of whom would necessarily be tenured teachers who could not be fired 
without adequate cause. As previously noted, VAM is less reliable than 
flipping a coin for the purpose of categorizing high- and low-performing 
teachers (see endnote 2). Thus, the use of VAM to terminate teachers is 
likely to result in an avalanche of lawsuits by terminated teachers. The 
evidence overwhelmingly favors litigants who assert that results based 
on VAM do not meet the legal standard of adequate cause for termina-
tion, suggesting that terminated teachers would be likely to win almost 
every case, since it would be nearly impossible for school districts to show 
oDGHTXDWH�FDXVHp�IRU�WHUPLQDWLRQ�EDVHG�RQ�9$0��'LVWULFWV�ZRXOG�KDYH�WR�
fall back on existing methods for identifying poor teachers, which cur-
rently result in the involuntary termination of a very small percentage 
of all teachers. In New York, for example, only 88 out of approximately 
80,000 city schoolteachers lost their jobs for poor performance over a 
WKUHH�\HDU�SHULRGsD� UDWH� RI� �������SHU� \HDU� �1<�'DLO\�1HZV�� �������
In Los Angeles, only 112 of 43,000 tenured teachers faced termination 
between 1995 and 2005, a rate of 0.026% per year (MSNBC, 2008). In 
New Jersey, 47 of 100,000 teachers were fired over a 10-year period, a 
rate of 0.005% per year (MSNBC, 2008). The annual termination rate is 
0.01% in Chicago, 0.04% in Cincinnati, and 0.01% in Toledo (Weisberg, 
6H[WRQ��0XOKHUQ��	�.HHOLQJ���������,Q�$NURQ��2+��'HQYHU��&2��(OJLQ��
IL; Jonesboro, AR; and Pueblo, CO; no teachers were formally dismissed 
over periods that ranged from two to four years (Weisberg et al., 2009). 
Even if all of these terminated teachers are drawn from the bottom 10% of 
all teachers subject to termination based on VAM, only small percentages 
of the VAM-based terminations could be justified based on methods that 
are independent of value-added rankings: 1.1% in New York, 2.6% in 
Los Angeles, 0.47% in New Jersey, 0.1% in Chicago, 0.4% in Cincinnati, 
and 0.1% in Toledo. This implies that litigants who were terminated on 
the basis of VAM might be expected to prevail in over 97.4% of all cas-
HV��DVVXPLQJ�WKDW�MXGJHV�DJUHH�ZLWK�WKH�1DWLRQDO�$FDGHPLHVn�%RDUG�RQ�
Testing and Assessment, which concluded that it is not appropriate to 
use VAM to make operational decisions regarding teacher hiring and 
ILULQJ��+DHUWHO��������S�������$V�D�FRQVHTXHQFH��DQG�DV�D�FRQVHTXHQFH�RI�
provisions that require teachers to receive their normal pay during the 
termination process, school districts could expect nearly every termina-
tion to be challenged, resulting in enormous costs (Blacher, 2006).
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The cost of litigation is high, regardless of the outcome. Tenured 
teachers often must be provided with names of witnesses, the power of 
subpoena to compel production of documents and testimony of witness-
es, the right to counsel at all stages of the process, and the right to appeal 
�%ODFKHU��������1L[RQ��'RXYDQLV��	�3DFNDUG���������,W�LV�HVWLPDWHG�WKDW�
the average cost of terminating a teacher in California is approximately 
$200,000 (Blacher, 2006).7 In San Diego, a single termination proceed-
ing took more than four years and cost more than $300,000 in legal fees 
(Blacher, 2006). In New York, section 3020-a of the state Education Law 
allows a tenured school district employee who has been charged with 
incompetence or misconduct to request that a hearing officer review the 
GLVWULFWnV�FKDUJHV�DQG�PDNH�ILQGLQJV�RI�IDFW�DQG�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV�DV�WR�
SHQDOW\�RU�SXQLVKPHQW��LI�ZDUUDQWHG��,Q�JHQHUDO��oWKH�FRVW�DQG�WLPH�UH-
TXLUHG�WR�WHUPLQDWH�D�SHUPDQHQW�WHDFKHU�DUH�H[WUHPHp��%ODFKHU��������

On average, a full 3020-a hearing costs New York districts $216,588 and 
takes 502 days, according to a New York State School Boards Association 
survey of 400 districts from 2004 to 2008 (Gould, 2009). This survey 
provided a breakdown of costs that permits adjustments to reflect the 
true social costs. The largest expense was the salary and fringe benefits 
paid to the suspended employees, accounting for 52% of costs. Salaries 
and benefits for substitute teachers represented 30% of the costs, while 
legal expenses represented 12% of the costs. Other expenses included 
other staff costs (5%) and miscellaneous costs, such as the cost of outside 
investigators, expert witnesses, transcription, photocopying, and travel 
������+RZHYHU��VLQFH�WKH�VDODU\�DQG�EHQHILWV�RI�WKH�VXVSHQGHG�HPSOR\HHV�
would have been paid in the absence of the disciplinary hearings, I re-
duced the total cost figure by 52% to reflect the real social cost incurred 
by each district, equal to $103,962.24. 

In addition to the costs incurred by each district, the suspended em-
ployees (or their unions) incurred legal expenses that may be expected to 
average approximately half the legal expenses incurred by their school 
districts, equal to $12,995.28 per case. The total social cost of each hear-
ing equals $103,962.24 plus $12,995.28, or a total of $116,957.52 per 
terminated teacher. This excludes psychic costs incurred by terminated 
teachers, as well as the cost of any appeals, which could double the cost.

The annual cost of implementing a value-added assessment system 
may be estimated from the costs of administering and scoring the assess-
PHQWV�IRU�7HQQHVVHHnV�9DOXH�$GGHG�$VVHVVPHQW�6\VWHP��79$$6���������
per student, adjusted for inflation and including the cost of the TVAAS 
UHSRUWV��%UDWWRQ��+RUQ��	�:ULJKW��Q�G���

In addition to the cost of the assessments, salaries must be raised for 
all teachers in order to attract more individuals to the profession of 
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teaching. This cost is above and beyond the cost to educate and train 
the new teachers, since there is no army of unemployed teachers waiting 
to fill the empty teaching slots. On the contrary, there are shortages in 
many subject specialties and overall teacher demand is projected to ex-
ceed supply by 35% over the next two decades (Gordon et al., 2006; U.S. 
Department of Education, 2011). 

The increase in teacher salaries required to attract a sufficient number 
of new individuals to the teaching profession may be estimated using 
conservative assumptions. Suppose, for example, that VAM is used to 
identify and replace the bottom 10% of all teachers. If Q equals the an-
nual supply of teachers, the value-added proposal implies that Q must 
be increased by 11.11% to an amount equal to 1.11Q (elimination of the 
bottom 10% of teachers reduces 1.11Q to Q). The cost is determined by 
the elasticity of teacher supply, defined as the percentage change in the 
annual supply of new teachers for every one percent change in aver-
age annual teacher salary: . I assumed a supply elasticity of 
three, which is near the top of the range of ordinary supply elasticities 
HVWLPDWHG�E\�0DQVNL���������+RZHYHU��WKH�FRUUHFW�HODVWLFLW\�LV�OLNHO\�WR�EH�
lower, because the use of value-added methods to fire the bottom 10% of 
all teachers increases the risk of being fired, making teaching a less desir-
able career choice. Thus, a 1% salary increase is likely to be insufficient 
to induce a 3% increase in the supply of new teachers, implying that the 
estimate of the required increase in teacher salaries is likely to be a lower-
bound estimate of the true cost. 

A supply elasticity of three implies that teacher salaries must increase 
by 3.70% (11.11/3) to elicit the number of new teachers required to re-
place the bottom 10% of all teachers. Assuming an average teacher salary 
of $51,055.19 per year after adjusting for inflation (National Center for 
Education Statistics, 2005), a compensation-to-salary ratio of 1.43 (U.S. 
Department of Labor, 2008), and assuming 20 students per teacher, it 
would cost an extra $135.07 per student per year to raise salaries sufficiently 
to attract the teachers necessary to replace the bottom 10% of all teachers.

The total annual cost of implementing this proposal is the cost to soci-
ety of replacing a terminated teacher through a fifth year teacher educa-
tion program ($1,574.13), plus the cost of the assessments ($5.60), plus 
the cost to raise salaries sufficiently to replace the bottom 10% of all 
teachers ($135.07), or a total of $1,714.80 per student. This figure is un-
derestimated to the extent that fired teachers incur psychic losses and to 
the extent that the increased occupational risk of entering the teaching 
profession that is implied by firing 10% of all teachers each year would 
drive teacher salaries upward, raising the cost of hiring new teachers as 
well as the cost of employing existing teachers.
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2.7.1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS

If terminated teachers are replaced with average teachers, the average 
gain across all students is 0.00843 standard deviations per year, and the 
effectiveness-cost ratio, equal to 0.00843 divided by $1,714.80, is very 
low: 0.000005. As noted above, however, terminated teachers must be 
replaced with novice teachers, suggesting that the 0.000005 effective-
ness-cost ratio is overestimated. If terminated teachers are replaced with 
novice teachers whose students perform 0.03 standard deviations below 
the students of experienced teachers, the average gain across all students 
is 0.00543 standard deviations per year, and the effectiveness-cost ratio 
falls to 0.000003. If terminated teachers are replaced with novice teach-
ers whose students perform 0.171 standard deviations below the students 
of teachers with two years of experience, the average gain across all stu-
dents is negative 0.00867 standard deviations per year, and the effec-
tiveness-cost ratio is negative 0.000005, implying that student achieve-
ment falls by 0.000005 standard deviations for every dollar that is spent 
to replace low-performing teachers with novice teachers. This result is 
consistent with previous research suggesting that the overall impact of 
replacing low-performing teachers is negative (Yeh, 2012).

This result does not change even if the analysis is limited to the subset 
of students who would benefit from the intervention. If terminated teach-
ers are replaced with novice teachers whose students perform 0.03 stan-
dard deviations below the students of experienced teachers, the average 
gain for these students is 0.0543 standard deviations per year, the cost 
per student is $17,148, and the effectiveness-cost ratio equals 0.000003. 
If terminated teachers are replaced with novice teachers whose students 
perform 0.171 standard deviations below the students of teachers with 
two years of experience, the average gain for these students is negative 
0.0867 standard deviations per year, and the effectiveness-cost ratio is 
negative 0.000005.

Nor does the result change if the analysis is limited to the 5% subset 
RI�VWXGHQWV�ZKR�ZRXOG�EHQHILW�XQGHU�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV� �������SURSRVDO�WR�
use VAM to replace the bottom 5% of all teachers. If terminated teachers 
are replaced with novice teachers whose students perform 0.03 standard 
deviations below the students of experienced teachers, the average gain 
for these students is 0.0543 standard deviations per year. The cost per 
student in this subset is slightly less ($17,133.85) because of the reduced 
need to raise teacher salaries to attract a smaller number of teacher re-
SODFHPHQWV� WR� WKH�SURIHVVLRQ��+RZHYHU�� WKH� FRVW� RI� UDLVLQJ� WKRVH� VDOD-
ries is concentrated in this subset of students. The effectiveness-cost ra-
tio remains essentially unchanged because this ratio is calculated on a 
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per-student basis and the bulk of the costs are already limited to the 
teachers and students who would be affected by the proposed policy (see 
Table 3). Dividing the effect size by the cost per student in this sub-
set produces an effectiveness-cost ratio equal to 0.000003. If terminated 
teachers are replaced with novice teachers whose students perform 0.171 
standard deviations below the students of teachers with two years of ex-
perience, the average gain for these students is negative 0.0867 standard 
deviations per year, and the effectiveness-cost ratio is negative 0.000005.

To determine whether teacher replacement is a cost-effective strate-
gy, it is necessary to compare the approach with other strategies. With 
regard to the field of education, a cost-effective intervention may be 
defined as the approach that offers the largest impact with regard to 
student achievement in math and reading for each dollar invested by 
society in that intervention (Levin, 1988). Using this definition, teacher 
replacement is not cost-effective. The effectiveness-cost ratio for rapid 
performance assessment, an alternative strategy for improving student 
outcomes, ranges from 0.017152 to 0.028571 (Yeh, 2010a) and is ap-
SUR[LPDWHO\�������WLPHV�ODUJHU�WKDQ�WKH�UDWLR�IRU�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������
VAM-based teacher replacement strategy (0.000003), implying that 
&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�VWUDWHJ\�LV�QRW�D�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH�DSSURDFK�IRU�UDLVLQJ�VWXGHQW�
achievement. 

2.7.2. BENEFIT-COST RESULTS

:LWK� UHJDUG� WR� HDUQLQJV�� &KHWW\� HW� DO�nV� ������� SURSRVHG� LQWHUYHQWLRQ�
does not meet the test of a benefit-cost analysis. As indicated in section 
2.3, if VAM is used to replace the lowest 10% of all teachers, a one stan-
dard deviation increase in teacher quality in a single grade is associated 
with an average gain in lifetime earnings of $460 per person, averaged 
across all students (in 2010 dollars, Chetty et al., 2011, p. 20). Since the 
FRVW�FDOFXODWLRQV�IRU�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SURSRVHG�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�DVVXPHG������
as the base year, and to ensure comparability with previous cost calcula-
tions for performance feedback and other interventions (Yeh, 2010a), I 
adjusted the $460 figure (using the Consumer Price Index) to 2006 dol-
lars (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012). The resulting figure ($425.29), 
divided by the cost per student (averaged over all students) to implement 
this intervention for one year ($1,714.80), produces a benefit-cost ratio 
equal to 0.25. Society would gain $0.25 for every dollar invested in the 
intervention, implying that the costs of the intervention exceed the ben-
efits by a ratio of four to one. 
&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������SURSRVHG�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�GRHV�QRW�PHHW�WKH�WHVW�RI�

a benefit-cost analysis even when limited to the 10% subset of students 
who would benefit from the intervention. In this subset, a one standard 
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deviation increase in teacher quality in a single grade is associated with 
an average gain in lifetime earnings of $4,600 per student. Adjusted to 
the 2006 base year, the resulting figure ($4,252.85), divided by the cost 
per student in this subset ($17,148), equals a benefit-cost ratio of 0.25, 
implying that the costs of the intervention remain four times greater 
than the benefits.
&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV��������SURSRVHG�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�GRHV�QRW�PHHW�WKH�WHVW�RI�

a benefit-cost analysis even when limited to the subset of students who 
would benefit if VAM is used to replace the lowest 5% of all teachers. As 
indicated in section 2.3, a 2.04 standard deviation increase in teacher 
quality in a single grade is associated with an average gain in lifetime 
earnings of $9,422 per person. Adjusted to the 2006 base year, the re-
sulting figure ($8710.95), divided by the cost per student in this subset 
($17,133.85), equals a benefit-cost ratio of 0.51, implying that the costs 
of the intervention are almost twice the benefits.8 If tenure is eliminated 
and all teachers are employed at-will, litigation costs may be excluded; 
the cost per student falls to $11,285.98, but the benefits of the interven-
tion ($8710.95) remain smaller than the costs. This analysis also applies 
to the case where the proposed policy is only applied to novice teachers 
who are not tenured. If the policy is applied to a mixture of experienced 
and novice teachers, the policy would have an effect that falls between the 
two estimates but, as indicated, the policy does not meet a benefit-cost 
test under either scenario. This negative result holds whether the pro-
posed policy is implemented once or on an ongoing basis, because the 
costs are incurred every time the policy is implemented and presumably 
the benefits are received every time, so the ratio of benefits to costs (or 
the ratio of effect size to costs) would remain unchanged.

3. DISCUSSION

The literature reviewed in Section 1 together with the preceding analy-
sis suggests that the use of value-added statistical methods to identify 
and replace low-performing teachers is not warranted. VAM lacks suf-
ficient reliability and validity for the purpose of hiring and firing teach-
ers. Once gains are averaged over all students, they would be very small. 
Furthermore, it appears that any gains would fade away very quickly. 
Significantly, the approach is neither cost-effective nor does it meet the 
test of a benefit-cost analysis. 

While the preceding analysis is based on Chetty et al. (2011), much 
of the analysis applies to any proposal to use value-added methods to 
replace low-performing teachers. Studies of the stability of VAM-based 
teacher rankings have found inadequate reliability for operational deci-
VLRQV�UHJDUGLQJ�WKH�KLULQJ�DQG�ILULQJ�RI�WHDFKHUV��+DHUWHO���������(YHQ�
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when studies of VAM are taken at face value, the results indicate small im-
SDFWV�RQ�VWXGHQW�DFKLHYHPHQW��&KHWW\�HW�DO���������*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ��
2012; Gordon et al., 2006; McCaffrey et al., 2009). When these results 
are integrated with analyses of the full social costs of implementing VAM 
in order to replace low-performing teachers, it becomes clear that VAM 
is not cost-effective relative to the most promising strategies for raising 
VWXGHQW�DFKLHYHPHQW��<HK������D��������<HK�	�5LWWHU��������

These results suggest a need to revisit the assumption that large im-
provements in student outcomes may be achieved by identifying and 
replacing low-performing teachers. This assumption suggests that high- 
DQG�ORZ�SHUIRUPLQJ�WHDFKHUV�DUH�DQDORJRXV�WR�oJRRG�DSSOHVp�DQG�oEDG�
DSSOHVp� DQG� LPSOLHV� WKDW� DYHUDJH� WHDFKHU� TXDOLW\�ZRXOG� LPSURYH� LI�ZH�
got rid of bad apples. The assumption is that teacher quality is a fixed 
FKDUDFWHULVWLFsWKDW�D�KLJK�SHUIRUPLQJ�WHDFKHU�WKLV�\HDU�ZLOO�EH�D�KLJK�
performing teacher next year, and a low-performing teacher this year 
will be a low-performing teacher next year. As indicated in section 2.1, 
this assumption is not supported by the available data. Teacher quality is 
not a fixed, inherent characteristic but instead fluctuates over time and is 
variable in a way that is not captured by a model that categorizes workers 
DV�oJRRG�DSSOHVp�DQG�oEDG�DSSOHVp��*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ���������0XFK�
RI�D�WHDFKHUnV�SHUIRUPDQFH�YDULHV�RYHU�WLPH�GXH�WR�XQREVHUYDEOH�IDFWRUV�
such as effort, motivation, and class chemistry that are not easily cap-
WXUHG�WKURXJK�9$0��*ROGKDEHU�	�+DQVHQ��������

Advocates of using VAM for high-stakes decisions regarding teacher 
hiring and firing argue that an excessive concern with false identifica-
tions of low-performing teachers serves the interests of teachers rather 
than their students (Glazerman, Loeb, et al., 2010). Framing the issue in 
this way, however, sets up a false dichotomy. The question is not whether 
society should serve the interests of teachers rather than their students, 
or what is the proper balance between false positive and false negative 
identifications, but what is the most efficient approach for raising student 
achievement? A number of cost-effectiveness analyses have now been per-
formed that permit comparison of 22 of the leading approaches for rais-
ing student achievement (Yeh, 2010a). The results from section 2.7 sug-
JHVW�WKDW�WKH�PRVW�HIILFLHQW�DSSURDFKsUDSLG�SHUIRUPDQFH�IHHGEDFNsLV�
approximately 5,700 times as efficient as the use of VAM to identify and 
replace low-performing teachers. 

This result may appear to be improbable. There are two reasons for 
the tremendous disparity in efficiency. First, the particular variant of 
rapid performance feedback that is the focus of the comparison (the 
Accelerated Reader and Accelerated Math programs, collectively labeled 
oUDSLG� DVVHVVPHQWp� SURJUDPV�� LQYROYHV� FKDQJHV� LQ� WKH� ZD\� OHDUQLQJ�
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material is individualized and presented to students in combination with 
performance feedback in the form of individualized daily assessments. 
7KHVH�FKDQJHV�DSSDUHQWO\�DOWHU�VWXGHQWVn�SHUFHSWLRQV�RI�WKHLU�DELOLWLHV�WR�
improve their performances, so that low-performing students begin to 
believe that they can achieve academic success through their own efforts 
(Yeh, 2006). Students appear to acquire an internal locus of control, ex-
erting more effort than students who do not receive rapid performance 
feedback (Yeh, 2006, 2010b). This approach offers a different way of 
thinking about how student performance may be improved. In contrast, 
VAM-based teacher replacement policies attempt to improve student 
achievement without addressing the psychology of student learning. 

A second reason for the disparity in efficiency between VAM and rapid 
assessment is that rapid assessment is primarily implemented with the 
aid of computer software, the cost of which can be amortized over mul-
tiple years and spread over hundreds of students in each school building. 
The annual cost per student is very low. In contrast, as indicated by the 
analysis in section 2.7, the use of VAM to identify and replace low-per-
forming teachers is tremendously costly.

In contrast to the rapid performance feedback model, the use of VAM 
to identify and replace low-performing teachers relies on the conven-
tional model of instruction, which fails to individualize task difficulty and 
therefore fails to change the tedious experience of schooling for students 
who are above-average and the discouraging experience of schooling 
for students who are below-average. Failing to address these dynamics, 
VAM-based policies place the entire burden of raising student achieve-
ment on teachers who are locked into systems that appear to inadvertent-
ly undermine student engagement and achievement. As indicated above, 
VAM-based teacher replacement policies are approximately 5,700 times 
less cost-effective than Accelerated Reader or Accelerated Math, suggest-
ing that VAM-based teacher replacement is not a cost-effective approach 
for raising student achievement. 

Notes

1. The version of the Chetty, Friedman, and Rockoff (2011) study that is 
analyzed here is posted at http://obs.rc.fas.harvard.edu/chetty/value_added.pdf. 
The study was conducted under the auspices of the National Bureau of Economic 
5HVHDUFK� �1%(5��� WKH�QDWLRQnV� OHDGLQJ�QRQSURILW�HFRQRPLF�UHVHDUFK�RUJDQL]D-
tion. NBER publishes rigorous economic analyses from leading scholars prior to 
their publication in academic journals.

2. Suppose that half of a sample of teachers is fired, using a coin flip to 
determine the fate of each teacher. From Table 1, a minimum of 60% of all 
teachers deserve to be retained, while 40% do not, according to the year t+1 
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teacher rankings, even when the sample is drawn from the bottom quartile, as 
determined by year t VAM rankings. The coin flip results in firing half of those 
who deserve retention (30% of all teachers) and retention of half of those who de-
serve firing (20% of all teachers) for an overall error rate of 50%. In comparison, 
when VAM is used to identify and fire the bottom quartile (or bottom quintile) 
of teachers, the results of Tables 1 and 2 imply that this decision is incorrect, ac-
cording to the year t+1 teacher rankings, for a minimum of 59% of the teachers 
in that quartile (or quintile), for an overall error rate of 59%. Thus, a VAM-based 
decision rule is less reliable than flipping a coin.  

3. The validity of using test scores for a particular purpose depends on 
oWKH�DSSURSULDWHQHVV��PHDQLQJIXOQHVV��DQG�XVHIXOQHVV�RI�WKH�VSHFLILF�LQIHUHQFHV�
PDGH�IURP�WHVW�VFRUHVp��$PHULFDQ�(GXFDWLRQDO�5HVHDUFK�$VVRFLDWLRQ��$PHULFDQ�
3V\FKRORJLFDO�$VVRFLDWLRQ��	�1DWLRQDO�&RXQFLO� RQ�0HDVXUHPHQW� LQ�(GXFDWLRQ��
������S������9DOLGLW\�oUHIHUV�WR�WKH�GHJUHH�WR�ZKLFK�HYLGHQFH�DQG�WKHRU\�VXSSRUW�
WKH�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV�RI�WHVW�VFRUHV�HQWDLOHG�E\�SURSRVHG�XVHV�RI�WHVWVp��$PHULFDQ�
(GXFDWLRQDO� 5HVHDUFK� $VVRFLDWLRQ�� $PHULFDQ� 3V\FKRORJLFDO� $VVRFLDWLRQ�� 	�
National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999, p. 9). In the case of teach-
er rankings based on value-added test scores, the inference that the results reli-
ably categorize teachers as either high-performing or low-performing teachers is 
not appropriate, nor does the available evidence support the use of value-added 
teacher rankings for the purpose of high-stakes decisions regarding hiring, fir-
ing, promotion, or compensation.

4. An oversupply of teachers in large urban districts that are reducing their 
teaching forces may permit experienced teachers to be hired to replace low-per-
forming teachers who are terminated. 

5. It may be argued that low-performing teachers are not well-matched to 
the occupation of teaching and, therefore, there would be a gain to society if 
WKRVH� LQGLYLGXDOV� DUH� UHGLUHFWHG� WR� RWKHU� RFFXSDWLRQV�� +RZHYHU�� WKH� QXPHUD-
tor of the benefit-cost ratio (see section 2.7.2) accounts for this gain to society, 
measured in terms of the increase in the lifetime earnings of students taught 
by teacher replacements who are presumably better suited to the occupation of 
teaching than the terminated teachers. The denominator of the benefit-cost ratio 
accounts for the costs of teacher replacement. In addition, the hypothesis that 
fired teachers are better suited to other occupations is not supported by the avail-
able evidence. Only 3.8% of new female elementary teachers and 5.4% of new 
female high school teachers who left full-time teaching during the 1994-2001 
time period took a non-education-sector job in Georgia that paid more than the 
VWDWH�PLQLPXP� WHDFKLQJ� VDODU\� LQ�*HRUJLD� �6FDILGL�� 6MRTXLVW�� 	� 6WLQHEULFNQHU��
2006). Since these figures include all exiting teachers, including teachers who 
left voluntarily and, therefore, were likely to be considered more productive by 
potential employers than teachers who were fired, it is likely that the percentage 
of fired teachers who took non-education-sector jobs paying more than the state 
minimum teaching salary is even lower. This implies that well over 94% of fired 
teachers are unable to earn more in their new occupations. Fired teachers are not 
more productive in new occupations.
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6. Note that the 3% discount rate used by Chetty et al. (2011) to discount earn-
ings (see section 2.3, above) is based on their assumption of 2% wage growth 
adjusted for a 5% discount rate (p. 39). To ensure consistency, I use the same 
assumptions for wage growth and the discount rate as Chetty, et al. These as-
sumptions are slightly different than the assumptions used in Yeh and Ritter 
(2009) and Yeh (2012). 

The best available estimate of the career duration of the average teacher was 
derived using proportional hazards modeling, which accounts for the difficulty of 
estimating career duration when some members of the research sample have not 
exited the teaching profession by the end of the research study period (Murnane, 
6LQJHU��	�:LOOHWW���������3URSRUWLRQDO�KD]DUGV�PRGHOLQJ�LQFRUSRUDWHV�LQIRUPD-
tion about the pattern of teacher attrition during the study period to predict the 
median length of each spell of teaching. Using data from Michigan covering a 
12-year time period, Murnane et al. provided separate estimates for six subject 
DUHD�VSHFLDOWLHV�RI�WKH�GXUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�DYHUDJH�WHDFKHUnV�ILUVW�WZR�VSHOOV�RI�WHDFK-
ing. The authors reported the percentage distribution of teachers across the six 
subject area specialties as well as the percentage of teachers in each of the six 
subject areas who returned to teaching after a career interruption. I used this 
information to calculate the average career duration (9.11 years) for an average 
teacher, weighted by the percentage distribution of teachers across the six subject 
area specialties and including the expected length of a second spell of teaching 
based on the probability of a second spell. 

7.  Terminating a teacher using VAM would likely be even more litigious 
DQG�FRVWO\�LI�D�MXGJH�DJUHHV�ZLWK�WKH�MXGJPHQW�RI�WKH�1DWLRQDO�5HVHDUFK�&RXQFLOnV�
(NRC) Board on Testing and Assessment, which concluded that VAM is not suf-
ILFLHQWO\� UHOLDEOH� IRU� WKH�SXUSRVH�RI� WHUPLQDWLQJ� WHDFKHUV� �+DHUWHO���������7KH�
15&nV�MXGJPHQW�WKDW�9$0�LV�XQUHOLDEOH�LV�LQGHSHQGHQW�RI�WKH�DXWKRUnV�YLHZ�WKDW�
VAM is unreliable.
���� 7KHVH�FDOFXODWLRQV�DVVXPH� WKDW�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV� �������SURSRVDO� LV� LPSOH-

mented on an ongoing annual basis. The benefits and costs are calculated per 
VWXGHQW� LQ� HDFK� FRKRUW� WKDW� ZRXOG� EHQHILW� IURP� WKH� LQWHUYHQWLRQ��+RZHYHU�� LW�
PLJKW�EH�DUJXHG�WKDW�HDFK�UHSODFHPHQW�WHDFKHU�JHQHUDWHV�D�oOHJDF\p�VWUHDP�RI�
student cohorts that benefit from the increased productivity of that teacher, and, 
therefore, the benefit of replacing each teacher should be multiplied by the num-
ber of cohorts taught by each teacher. This might be accurate if no fired teacher 
was rehired, if the composition of the teaching force was frozen and there were 
no retirements or exits by any teacher in the entire teaching force, and if an-
nual culling of the teaching force reliably eliminated low-performing teachers. 
To clarify:

a. If all fired teachers were rehired by other schools, the benefit of Chetty et 
DO�nV�SURSRVDO�ZRXOG�GURS�WR�]HUR��EXW�PRVW�RI�WKH�FRVWV�ZRXOG�UHPDLQ�

b. If some fired teachers were rehired by other schools, the benefit of Chetty et 
DO�nV�SURSRVDO�ZRXOG�GLPLQLVK�LQ�SURSRUWLRQ�WR�WKH�GHJUHH�RI�UHKLULQJ�

c. In principle, the ability of the federal government to regulate policies regard-
ing the rehiring of fired teachers is limited because the U.S. Constitution ef-
fectively delegates this role to the states.
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d. While the federal government might be able to require, as a condition of 
receiving federal education funds, that each state must implement a policy 
forbidding the rehiring of a fired teacher, it is likely that such a regulation 
would be widely opposed for two reasons: 1) If VAM is used to identify and 
fire the bottom quartile (or quintile) of teachers, the results in Tables 1 and 
2 indicate that this decision is incorrect, according to the year t+1 teacher 
rankings, between 59 and 70% of the time. 2) There is a teacher shortage 
and many classrooms could not be staffed under such a requirement.

e. In the absence of a federal requirement forbidding the rehiring of fired 
teachers, each state would establish its own policy. The benefit of Chetty et 
DO�nV�SURSRVDO�ZRXOG�GHSHQG�RQ�HDFK�VWDWH�DQG�RU�ORFDOLW\�HVWDEOLVKLQJ�VXFK�D�
requirement. It is likely that such a regulation would be widely opposed for 
both of the reasons specified in d., above. 

I��+RZHYHU��HYHQ�XQGHU�WKH�VWURQJ�DVVXPSWLRQ�WKDW�QR�VWDWH�SHUPLWV�WKH�UHKLU-
ing of fired teachers, the dynamics of the teacher labor market would cause 
WKH�OHJDF\�EHQHILWV�RI�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SURSRVDO�WR�IDGH�HYHU\�\HDU��XQOHVV�WKH�
FXOOLQJ�SURFHVV�HQYLVLRQHG�LQ�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SURSRVDO�LV�LPSOHPHQWHG�RQ�DQ�
ongoing annual basis. The reason is that a significant portion of the entire 
teaching force exits every year and is replaced by a new set of teachers with 
KHWHURJHQHRXV�DELOLWLHV��7KLV�oZDWHUV�GRZQp�WKH�FRPSRVLWLRQ�RI� WKH�XSSHU�
����WKDW�ZDV�UHWDLQHG�XQGHU�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SROLF\�ZLWK�QRYLFHV�UHSUHVHQWLQJ�
WKH�IXOO�GLVWULEXWLRQsWKH�IXOO�EHOO�FXUYHsRI�WHDFKHU�DELOLW\��7R�XQGHUVWDQG�
the issue, consider an extreme example: Assume that attrition is 100% after 
one year, and all teachers are replaced with novices. Clearly, there would 
EH�QR�OHJDF\�EHQHILW�RI�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SURSRVDO��EHFDXVH�WKH�GLVWULEXWLRQ�RI�
teacher performance would reflect the entire bell curve from that point for-
ward. If attrition is 50%, then the benefits of the proposal are cut in half. 
Benefits are reduced even if attrition is limited entirely to the upper 95% of 
all teachers because attrition and replacement cause that group of teachers 
WR�WDNH�RQ�WKH�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�WKH�IXOO�GLVWULEXWLRQ�RI�WHDFKHUVsWKH�HQWLUH�
bell curve, not just the upper 95% of the bell curve. The only way to main-
WDLQ�WKH�XSSHU�����DGYDQWDJH�WKDW�LV�SUHVXPDEO\�FRQIHUUHG�E\�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�
proposal is through ongoing culling. Data from the national Schools and 
Staffing Survey indicate teacher retention rates of 76% after two years, 67% 
after three years, 60% after four years, and 54% after five years (Quartz et al., 
2004). These figures include retention in all roles within the field of educa-
tion, not only teaching, implying that the teacher retention rate is lower and 
attrition is a significant problem. 

g. Would annual culling gradually improve the stock of teachers over time, 
RYHUFRPLQJ�VOLSSDJH�GXH�WR�DWWULWLRQ"�7KLV�GHSHQGV�RQ�WKH�YDOLGLW\�RI�WKH�
DVVXPSWLRQV�XQGHUO\LQJ�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�DQDO\VLV��,Q�SDUWLFXODU��LI�9$0�LV�XVHG�
to identify and fire the bottom quartile (or quintile) of teachers, the results in 
Tables 1 and 2 indicate that this decision is incorrect, according to the year 
t+1 teacher rankings, for 59 to 70% of the teachers. These results suggest 
that productive teachers would be culled more frequently than unproductive 
bottom quartile (or bottom quintile) teachers. The problem is illustrated by 
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data from six large urban school districts indicating that an English lan-
guage arts teacher who is predicted, based on VAM, to score at the 25th 
percentile is actually more likely to fall in the top half of the distribution 
than in the bottom quarter (Rothstein, 2011, pp. 8-9). Depending on the dis-
tribution of teachers, this implies the possibility that a VAM-based decision 
rule to fire the bottom quartile of teachers could actually reduce the quality 
RI� WKH� WHDFKLQJ� IRUFH��$� VHFRQG� LPSOLFDWLRQ� LV� WKDW� LW�ZRXOG�EH� H[WUHPHO\�
difficult to justify any policy prohibiting the rehiring of fired teachers, if, 
in fact, teachers who are predicted to score at the 25th percentile are actu-
ally more likely to score above average. Third, it raises serious doubts about 
QRW�RQO\�WKH�YDOLGLW\�RI�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�DQDO\VLV�EXW�DOVR�DOO�SURSRVDOV�WR�XVH�
VAM-based decision rules to fire low-performing teachers. The evidence af-
ILUPV�WKH�FRQFOXVLRQ�RI�WKH�15&nV�H[SHUW�SDQHO�WKDW�9$0�LV�QRW�VXIILFLHQWO\�
UHOLDEOH�WR�PDNH�RSHUDWLRQDO�GHFLVLRQV�DERXW�ILULQJ�WHDFKHUV��+DHUWHO��������

h. Given the evidence in sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 of this article, plus 
the strong likelihood that many (perhaps most) fired teachers would be re-
hired (because prohibitions against rehiring would be difficulty to justify), 
plus the slippage of gains due to attrition, and, most importantly, the evi-
dence that VAM-based teacher rankings fluctuate up and down and are poor 
predictors of future performance, both the short- and long-term benefits of 
&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SROLF\�DUH�TXHVWLRQDEOH��8VLQJ�9$0��D�WHDFKHU�ZKR�LV�UDQNHG�
oSRRUp�WKLV�\HDU�LV�PRUH�OLNHO\�WR�EH�FODVVLILHG�DV�D�SURGXFWLYH�WHDFKHU�QH[W�
year than to remain a poor teacher. Therefore, the gains from replacing 
oSRRUp�WHDFKHUV�DUH�TXHVWLRQDEOH�DQG�LW�ZRXOG�EH�TXHVWLRQDEOH�WR�PXOWLSO\�
those presumed gains by the number of cohorts taught by each teacher. In 
any case, the average career of a teacher is 9.11 years (see endnote 5); mul-
WLSO\LQJ� WKH�HIIHFWLYHQHVV�FRVW� UDWLR� IRU�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV� LQWHUYHQWLRQ�E\������
gives a ratio equal to 0.000027 (9.11 X 0.000003), which remains 600 times 
less cost-effective than the ratio for rapid performance feedback. Even after 
DFFRXQWLQJ�IRU�WKH�OHJDF\�EHQHILWV�RI�&KHWW\�HW�DO�nV�SROLF\��LW�LV�IDU�OHVV�FRVW�
effective than performance feedback. While additional research is needed 
to clarify each of these issues, the burden is on advocates to demonstrate 
that VAM-based teacher replacement is a cost-effective strategy, compared 
to rapid performance feedback and other leading alternatives.
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